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“More Festival Fever”
Hello to those who’ve joined the mailing list recently, maybe after
catching the band at a Summer festival? Although we’ve had
every right to curse the weather we have enjoyed some great gigs
and hopefully made a few new converts to the >Merry Hell<
cause along the way.
Following Willowman the next stop on our festival marathon was a
short hop over to Cuerden Valey Park near Preston for the ’Folk
In The Orchard‘ festival. The event was held inside a splendid
walled garden and with the weather in mind, an essential
collection of tents and gazebos kept the audience comfortable.
After a well received solo acoustic set from Anthony John Clarke it
was time for >Merry Hell< to close the proceedings.

Cuerden Valley Park
As the set progressed people left their tables to join the fun down
at the front. For “Blink” Virginia announced she would be playing
the curry dish and the spoon rest which, as is often the case, had
magically appeared from the audience courtesy of Dave Mack.
Let The Music Speak.. witnessed the birth of a new dance craze
(read more about this below) and there was an especially fine
encore performance of “As I Did Go” by Andrew before the band
left the crowd hungry for more with “Fear of Falling” and
“Revolution”. Despite loud demands for John to perform “Horses”
the night had to end but not before the >Merry Hell< regulars had
performed their own unaccompanied rendition which was filmed,
this may also catch on at future shows!
Next up was the epic 5 hour drive to the Tolpuddle Martyrs
Festival in deepest Dorset. Not everyone traveled with the gear
but those of us who did arrived just in time to get locked in at a

local Weymouth pub for a nightcap or two. The snoring wars that
followed have been documented elsewhere with Lee driven out to
the van to seek sleep and silence. The festival was already in full
swing when we arrived. The 45 minute set went pretty well and
after finishing with “Up The Revolution” for a change, “One More
Day” provided the encore. Songs like “Crooked Man”, “G-Man”
and “War Between Ourselves” went down well as you would
expect with a politically astute audience. With a 5 hour drive
home we had to leave just before Tony Benn was due to make a
speech, Bob in particular was disappointed to miss this but Tony
did cross paths with Merry Hell as you will read later.

Tolpuddle Martyrs

A pity we need to mention the weather yet again but after
suffering motorway delays and gridlock on the A14 everyone
managed to arrive at Abbeyfest in Bury St Edmunds only to find
it was “chucking down”. A familiar story this Summer but thankfully
the rain held off for the majority of the >Merry Hell< set and it
turned out to be most enjoyable! To see the band on such a huge
stage with full blown lighting and copious amounts of dry ice was
worth all the hassle! It was a strong performance and despite the
last few songs being performed in torrential rain looking out on a
sea of umbrellas the band undoubtedly won many new admirers!

Abbeyfest

“We Don’t Do Fashion”
Well, not usually but a group of our regular front of stage rebel
rousers, known affectionately as “Hell’s Belles”, due to most of
them being women, have set a trend which seems to be
catching on. It all started at the recent Cuerden Valley Festival
gig when, inspired by the sultry, Romany feel of “Let The Music
Speak...”, the group secretly acquired what we think are called
gypsy scarves or belly dancing scarves? We believe one was
originally worn by Shoeless Carole at an earlier show. With the
band having no idea what was about to occur the culprits
donned the said scarves and as soon as the song began,
invaded the front of the stage in a hip shaking frenzy reducing
Virginia and indeed the rest of the band, to fits of laughter. Being
the consumate professionals they are, the band carried on and
managed to finish the song before Andrew commented that it
was lucky the hip unit at Wrightington Hospital was still open.
From the four original culprits, namely Denise Kettle, Laura
Taylor, Sharon Gardner and Janie Rushin, we now have a
growing band of similarly attired dancers. We thank all our
regulars down at the front for their tireless efforts in getting the party started at so many gigs. We actually received a very nice e-mail
from the organisers at Cuerden Valley saying how much they enjoyed the band and credited us and our supporters for the fun element
we brought to the evening. The good news is that you too can join this growing trend with your very own scarf. We have a limited
number available from the merchandise stall at the gigs in both red and black, priced at £6. Merry Hell’s Belles, we salute you!

“We’ll Let The Neighbours Know
That We Are One”
Congratulations are finally in order for our bassist
Andrew Dawson and the lovely Claire as they will
be getting married on Friday 31st of August before
jetting off on a honeymoon tour of Italy, a tour
which doesn't include any gigs at all.
We are sure that everyone will join us in wishing
the happy couple many years of wedded bliss
ahead of them and that their future brings whatever
they have in their dreams.

“The Gentle Touch”
Backstage at the Tolpuddle Martyrs Rally after playing a storming set,
Virginia happened upon one of her heroes, Tony Benn sitting on a park
bench waiting to give his speech. Caught in that moment of indecision
as to how to address an icon and an idol, she was absolutely lost for
words to the extent that all she could do was stroke his face. What Tony
thought of the experience is not known but he did produce a rapturously
received speech, so we can only presume that he enjoyed the tactile side
of Merry Hell.

“Wardrobe Malfunction”
Although not quite on the scale of Janet Jackson at the Superbowl, Merry
Hell are having an effect on the dress sense of the stars. At our recent
and much enjoyed gig at Bury St Edmunds Abbeyfest, Jon Boden, the
charismatic front man for headline act, Bellowhead, sneaked a quick look
at >Merry Hell< during their set. His first reaction was to exclaim "RED"
before explaining that he had intended to wear red himself that night.
Later that evening a white-shirted Jon led his band through a triumphant
set, much enjoyed by ourselves. Nice to know that we are making our
mark, even in a small way, on the major stars of the folk-rock world.

“Forgotten Town”
The eagle eyed among you may have noticed a significant omission from
the last newsletter gig round-up. We try to mention all our dates but
neglected to include our gig at Conwy Civic. The simple reason for this
is that most of the gig reviews are written by Jonah, who you will see on
the merchandising stall but he was, for once, unable to make the gig. For
those completists amongst you, we were delighted to be back at the
Civic, a lovely venue featuring a dressing room with views to die for.
Unfortunately we chose a day of high winds and driving rain to go there
and so some of this was lost. The band played a blinding set to a crowd
that was relatively small, yet perfectly formed and extremely enthusiastic.
Local campaigners are fighting to keep the venue going and we wish
them every success, not least as we would love to go back!

“What Will You Eat...”
Sometimes you need something to fill the time between arriving at a
venue and going on stage. Thanks to Trecia and her daughter Hollie
we had no such problems at the Unicorn Music and Beer Festival as
we were presented with a rather large tub of Bluebell Farm ice-cream.
Members of the band, crew and friends did their best to finish off all
the Irish Cream delight flavour but some of it still managed to find it's
way back to Virginia's freezer. Gig organisers take note - we are
thinking of demanding a tub of Bluebell ice cream at every gig we do.
In particular we are hoping for a repeat visit to the Derbyshire area as
rumours of a Whisky and Ginger variety have reached our ears.
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“This Time”
/

“Mailing List Competition”

As an increasing number of eagle eyed fans have been asking
us why an 8 piece band only appears to have 7 members, we
thought that it was probably time to offer a little explanation as
to why Tim has not been seen with the band for a while.

This newsletter's mailing list draw winner is Leigh
Richardson from Leeds. Leigh has a long history with the
band, stretching way back to the Tansads days when he
was a sound engineer at the Leeds Duchess of York, a
venue visited often and remembered fondly by everyone
who went there. Hopefully we will be getting back up
Yorkshire way in the not too distant future. A signed
promo CD, promo DVD and a t-shirt are his to do with as
he wishes.

Not only is Tim a gifted musician and a wonderful sound
engineer, he also specialises in the installation of sound and
video equipment. When he was offered a short contract in
Dubai he really couldn't afford not to go, especially when his
employers were willing to to recognise his importance by flying
him back for our gigs.

“What’s In A Name”

Whichever genius suggested the name The Roughneck
Riot got it absolutely and utterly right, it tells you everything
you need to know about the band except how good they
are. Crossing punk attitude and energy with traditional
tunes and instruments, think Pogues, The Clash and even
Motorhead in a late night West of Ireland back bar session
and you won't go far wrong. As an absolutely electifying live
act, their challenge has been to find a way to channel their
onstage performance in the recording studio. “This is Our
Time” is their new album and it does exactly what was
required and offers reasurring proof that the youth of today
can be positively delinquent without the use of status dogs,
ASBOS and an overdose of Maccy D's. Besides our
unbridled enthusiasm for the band, there is a >Merry Hell<
link, as the album was recorded at John's Jaraf House
Studio with him also producing. The CD is available direct
from the record label Bomber Music's website or the usual
suspects such as Amazon.
3rd 4th & 5th August 2012

However, Tim's talents are such that, at the end of the short
term contract there followed a sequence of further contracts,
plus a flat on the 69th floor of a skyscraper with company car to
match. He has now been offered further work in Dubai as well
as China and then possibly a tour of the Middle East, meaning
that he really cannot make it back to the UK for the foreseeable
future.

One Marathon Weekend
Three gigs

The feeling within the band is that we have coped well in the
absence of Tim, with John in particular taking the additional
guitar parts and making the songs work brilliantly in our live
shows. This means that we are under no pressure to replace
Tim and have no plans to do so. It goes without saying that we
miss his musical contribution and the sheer joy he brings to
everything he is involved in. We are all sure that we will find a
way to work with Tim again in the future and we really look
forward to making that happen. In the meantime, we hope that
he stays safe and well and that we will soon see his beaming
smile, if not the remainder of him that he is keen to reveal at all
opportunities!
Tim, stay well, be happy and see you as soon as we can.
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“Looking Forward”
We have a feeling that 2013 could be good for >Merry Hell< as we have already had a few enquiries about our availability for
festivals. Booking for next year's events has already started and for those of you who have already mentioned particular
festivals to us, they have already been contacted offering our services. Anyone who does have contacts with festivals that
might be interested in booking Merry Hell - please drop us a line via the email giving us as many details as you can as to who
to contact and they will be followed up. We absolutely love playing the festivals, playing to good, interested audiences and
making new friends and we are looking to play as many as possible next year, so all suggestions welcomed. Thanks!
We are also looking to add to our semi-acoustic outings at Folk Clubs as they are always a good night, so once again all
suggestions and contacts most welcome. Strangely enough as this was being typed in an email arrived to confirm a booking
for Folk at the Manor in Wallasey for next April. This will follow on from a short appearance at their Christmas Party on
December 16th where we will be doing 4 or 5 songs as a floor spot to hopefully help the festivities along. Keep an eye on the
web page gig guide for details and new additions. See you all next time!
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